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ART REQUIREMENTS
• Vector art
• Outlined fonts (or font files attached)
• Color specified (Pantone PMS colors)

WHAT IS VECTOR ART?
Vector art is created using vector illustration software programs, such as Adobe Illustrator or Corel Draw. These programs 
use mathematic equations and geometric primitives (points, lines, and shapes) to create art that is clean, camera ready, 
and can be scaled infinitely, without any loss of quality or fidelity.

PIXELS VS VECTOR
Raster images are made of pixels. A pixel is a single point or the smallest single element in a display device. If you zoom 
into a raster image, you may start to see a lot of little tiny squares.

Vecor images are mathematical calculations from one point to another that form lines and shapes. If you zoom into a 
vector graphic, it will always look the same.

A raster image has a specific number of pixels. When you enlarge that image file without changing the number of pixels, 
that image will look blurry. When you enlarge the file by adding more pixels, the pixels are added randomly though out the 
image, rarely producing good results.

When you enlarge a vector graphic, the math formulas stay the same, rendering the same visual graphic no matter the 
size. Vector graphics can be scaled to any size without losing quality.



WHY DO I NEED VECTOR ART?
Vector art can produce an image scalable to any size and detail.

• We can manipulate it better, which leads to more creative options
• We can separate it from the background and pull apart elements
• We can edit colors
• The colors can be set up to be printed consistently from any commercial printer
• It can sized large in scale and not lose quality
• It can be created in outlines so the font never loads differently

IS MY ART VECTOR?
How can you tell if your art is vector art? One way is by the file type. Vector art is usually created in Adobe Illustrator, and is 
commonly saved with certain file extensions. The four most common vector file extensions are .ai, .pdf, .eps and .svg.

However, just because a file is saved in one of these formats, does not mean that it is truly vector art. Sometimes, people 
open raster files in Adobe Illustrator, and re-save the file in a vector format, without recreating the art using the vector 
editing tools. Only art originally created in a vector editing program such as Adobe Illustrator, is truly vector art.

So, how do you really know if your art file is a vector art file? The only way to know for sure is to open the file, and 
check to make sure that it was created as vector art. If you have a vector editing program, open your art file, and use the 
selection tool on an area within the art. You might see something like this:





FRONT | GOEX - Screenprinting locations / max sizes

1. Full chest: 15”w x 18”h (3” down from collar)

2. Left / right chest: 4”w x 4”h (3” down from collar)

3. Center chest: 15”w x 8”h (5” down from collar)

4. Left/right side: 8”w x 12”h (one color / distressed)

5. Lower left / right front: 3.5”w x 3.5”h (1” up from hem/1.5” over from side seam)

6. Vertical left / right chest: 6”w x 18”h (3” down from collar)

7. Left / right sleeve: 3.5”w x 3.5”h (1” up from hem)
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BACK | GOEX - Screenprinting locations / max sizes

1. Full back: 15”w x 18”h (4” down from collar)

2. Nape: 8”w x 4”h (3” down from collar)

3. Left/right shoulder: 3.5”w x 3.5”h (5” down from collar)

4. Left/right side: 15”w x 18”h (1” up from hem)

5. Tail: 15”w x 3.5”h (1” up from hem/1.5” over from side seam)

6. Left / right sleeve: 3.5”w x 3.5”h (1” up from hem)
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HOOD FRONT | GOEX - Screenprinting locations / max sizes

1. Full chest on hood: 15”w x 9.5”h (3” down from collar)

2. Left / right chest: 4”w x 4”h (3” down from collar)

3. Left / right sleeve: 3.5”w x 3.5”h

4. Left / right full sleeve: 3”w x 14”h (1” up from hem)

5. Left / right cuff: 3.5”w x 3.5”h (1” up from hem)
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HOOD BACK | GOEX - Screenprinting locations / max sizes

1. Full back on hood: 15”w x 18”h (4” down from collar)

2. Left / right back lower side: 4”w x 12”h
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